
By creating one truth around your customers and products with an
unified and secured data landscape, your businesses can unlock valuable
insights, enhance customer experiences, and drive sustainable growth.

Microsoft Fabric
Assessment on
your current
data landscape



Stay Ahead of the Curve with Microsoft Fabric: 
The Latest Breakthrough in Cloud Development
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To reach the highest customer satisfaction and the best employee experience, organizations are searching
constantly for operational excellence based on data driven and objective business decisions. Though the reality
is that most organizations are strugglingwith their data management due to the usage of multiple platforms.
Fabric is the new revolution in the world of unified analytics solutions, which spans all your data workloads.

As Macaw was involved in the introduction and roll out of Microsoft Fabric,
we are your partner of choice if it comes to unified data management.



No single source of truth due to
siloed data & data duplication
in several data platforms

Multiple challenges if
the data of
organizations aren't
unified 
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Complex, non-transparent 
cost structures

Complex and challenging data
governance and security

Avoid data duplication
Break down data silos
Governance
Scattered security
Release managment & versioning
Availability engineering and
analysis
Cost reduction through simplified
data acquisition, unification and
structuring

Within this special Microsoft Fabric
offering we will assess your current
data estate and decide in close
collaboration with your stakeholders
how to address the following topics:



Data Security: 
Assured

You can have confidence that your data is being securely assessed and analysed by our team of
engineers and consultants. The results will be presented in a Power Point format. To make
impact, we want to ask you to involve your internal stakeholders at the presentation, so they can
directly experience the power of unified data management and understand the business value. 

Prepare to be inspired! We will give an presentation to show the business value of Fabric within
your organization. The possibilities are endless! 

Before the intake starts the client will have to share some initial information, to do a correct
intake and better understand your data situation and challenges. All the information gathered will
be used to set up the assessment.  

Intake: 
Streamlined

Presentation: 
Impactful

After experiencing our presentation, we understand that you'll be brimming with ideas and
questions. This is the perfect opportunity for us to have a thorough discussion about your
aspirations and timelines. We are committed to providing you with a holistic approach that
delivers tangible value to your organization.

Endless:
Possibilities
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Our approach



Empowering Your Organization: 
Packages and Pricing

Contact us now

Intake
Data-Assessment, analysis and preaparation of outcome
Presentation of the assessment outcome
discussion of next steps

The cost of our Microsoft Fabric Assessment on your current data landscape is:
€4,900 (excl. VAT / travel expenses)

The price consists of: 

Book your Microsoft Fabric Assessment on your current data landscape now at
microsoft-fabric@macaw.de
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